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It is shown that the kinetic-energy distribution of ions emerging from a cluster target irradiated by an intense
laser pulse arises from three main effects: �1� the spatial profile of the laser beam, �2� the cluster size
distribution in the experiment, and �3� possible saturation effects in the cluster ionization. Our model reveals
that each of these effects leaves a characteristic fingerprint in the ion kinetic-energy spectrum. Moreover, it
provides a quantitative link between observable ion spectra under experimental conditions and the ideal
single-cluster result of a typical calculation.
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The interaction of strong femtosecond laser pulses with
atomic clusters has been of topical interest for many years
�1,2�. Initiated by exciting experimental observations, the un-
derstanding of the involved many-particle dynamics remains
challenging and has prompted various theoretical approaches
ranging from phenomenological models �3,4� to large-scale
microscopic calculations �5–7�. Progress in comparison to
experiment, and consequently in our understanding of the
underlying cluster dynamics, is seriously hampered by the
fact that the idealized �but almost always considered� theo-
retical scenario of a single, well-characterized cluster irradi-
ated by a laser pulse of a given intensity is usually far from
the real experimental situation. There, clusters of different
size exposed to different intensities contribute to what is fi-
nally measured. Theoretical approaches should account for
this integral character of the measurements. In extreme cases
it is just this convolution that produces the observed features.

A basic and important observable, measured in a number
of experiments on atomic and molecular clusters exposed to
strong laser pulses �8–14�, is the kinetic-energy distributions
of ions �KEDI�. The fragment ions result from the complete
disintegration of the cluster. Despite the fact that atomic spe-
cies, cluster size, and laser pulse parameters were different in
these measurements, the KEDI share similarities such as the
increase towards small energies and a tail for large energies.
In the following we will derive analytically the characteristic
shape of the measured KEDI and discuss how details of these
spectra provide insight into the ionization dynamics of the
clusters involved. We will show that the spatial profile of the
laser beam, the cluster size distribution in the experiment, as
recently discussed for proton emission in the Coulomb ex-
plosion of hydrogen clusters �13� and nuclear fusion from
explosions of deuterium clusters �15�, and possible saturation
effects in the ionization influence the measured KEDI in a
characteristic manner. This is illustrated schematically by an
overview in Fig. 1, using scaled energies �see below for their
definitions�. The panel in Fig. 1�a� shows an “ideal” KEDI
from a single cluster of homogeneously distributed charge.
The modification due to a Gaussian laser profile is shown in
Fig. 1�b�. The influence of a size distribution of the cluster
target is shown in Fig. 1�c�, while Fig. 1�d� shows the com-
bined effect, and finally, in Fig. 1�e�, saturation of ionization
has been included in addition. We will now discuss the im-
pact of each of these conditions in detail.

The basic mechanism underlying the KEDI in clusters is
their Coulomb explosion. It converts the potential energy
Ecoul�r� of a �partially� ionized cluster atom at a distance r
from the cluster center into kinetic energy E. We assume a
homogeneous atomic density in the cluster with radius R and
N atoms. The probability dP /dr to find an atom at a distance
r from the cluster center is then given by

dP

dr
=

3r2

R3 ��R − r� , �1�

where ��x� is the step function, which is 1 for x�0 and 0
otherwise. If the cluster is charged homogeneously by the
laser pulse with charge q per ion and the ions have not
moved yet, then the potential �Coulomb� energy of an ion at
radius r�R inside the cluster is given by

Ecoul�r,q,N� = Nq2r2/R3. �2�

The ions at the cluster edge R have the maximum energy,
which sets the energy scale ERªEcoul�R ,q ,N�=q2N /R.
Since in Coulomb explosion the entire potential energy Ecoul
is converted into kinetic energy E, the combination of Eqs.
�1� and �2� gives directly the KEDI �13,15�. Using the char-
acteristic energy scale ER and defining �=E /ER, it reads

dP

d�
=

3

2
����1 − �� . �3�

This is the single-cluster KEDI spectrum shown in Fig. 1�a�.
Note that to obtain this spectrum it is not necessary to follow
the trajectories of the particles due to a repulsive Coulomb
force as a function of time t, which are known analytically
�16,17�. Actually, their asymptotic values �t→ � � are suffi-
cient. Consequently, a smooth charging, instead of a sudden
one, would change the absolute scale of the KEDI but not its
shape. Moreover, the present Coulomb explosion model ex-
cludes that ions overtake each other as happens in shock-
wave formation �16–18�, predicted for other initial densities
than the steplike one of Eq. �1�. However, it is an open ques-
tion to what extent such shockwaves persist, if ion-ion cor-
relation is taken into account �19�. Finally, we note that non-
homogeneous charge distributions, i.e., q→q�r�, produce
different single-cluster KEDIs. These differences, however,
are almost completely masked by the effect of the laser beam
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and the cluster size distribution, as discussed below.
The spatial profile of the laser pulse can usually be de-

scribed by a Gaussian function so that the field amplitude F
is given by F���=F0 exp�−�2 /2�2�, where F0 is the field
strength at the focus and � is the distance �radius� from the
laser beam center in the plane perpendicular to the beam.
Along the laser beam we assume a constant intensity since
the experiments discussed later �12� are performed with a
narrow cluster beam, i.e., a radius smaller than the Rayleigh
length �20� of the laser beam. This does not hold for the
experiments where the cluster beam is irradiated near the
output of the gas-jet nozzle �14�.

The charging of the cluster is assumed to be proportional
to the field strength, q�F. This applies for resonant charging
of the cluster �5,7�, where the energy pumped into the cluster
is �F2 and the Coulomb energy of this cluster �q2. As a
consequence, we obtain the spatial distribution of charge
q��� by replacing F��� with q��� and F0 with q0, where q0 is
the maximum charge per ion obtained in the laser focus at
�=0. Now, one can integrate out the spatial coordinate � to
obtain the laser profile averaged KEDI, which reads in terms
of the scaled energy �=E /Ecoul�R ,q0 ,N�,

dPlas

d�
=

	�2N

2

1 − �3/2

�
��1 − �� . �4�

Its shape is shown in Fig. 1�b�. What has changed compared
to the original KEDI from Eq. �3� is the qualitatively differ-
ent behavior with �−1 instead of �1/2 for small �. That Eq. �4�
formally diverges for �→0 is an artifact due to neglecting
the fact that beyond a maximum radius �max the laser inten-
sity is too weak to ionize. This effect can be included at the
expense of a more complicated expression. For us, Eq. �4�
will suffice. The enhancement of small kinetic energies after
averaging over the laser profile is easily understandable from
the higher weight of laser intensities less than the peak in-
tensity, which leads to less charging and, consequently, to
more ions with smaller kinetic energy.

As it is well known, it is very difficult to produce a beam
of mass selected �i.e., size selected� clusters with high
enough intensity for laser or other crossed beam experi-
ments. Consequently, the laser beam interacts with clusters
of different size N, which are log-normally distributed
�21,22� according to

g�N� =
1

�2	
N
exp�−

ln2�N/N0�
2
2 � . �5�

Convoluting the single-cluster KEDI from Eq. �3� with g�N�
yields in scaled units �=E /Ecoul�R ,q ,N0�,

dPsize

d�
=

3

4
N0

��erfc�3 ln �

2�2

� . �6�

This size-averaged KEDI is shown in Fig. 1�c�, the larger the
width parameter 
 of the cluster size distribution �5� the
more its tail reaches beyond the energy �=1. The fastest
fragments are those from the large clusters in the long tail of
this distribution. Note that we have assumed the average
charge q per fragment to be independent of the cluster size
N. We will comment on this assumption below.

Of course, for a realistic experimental KEDI one has to
take into account both the spatial profile of the laser beam
and the cluster size distribution. This yields, in a similar
manner as for the other distributions,

dPboth

d�
=

�2	

4

N0

�
�exp�
2/2��1 + erf�2
2 − 3 ln �

2�2

��

− �3/2erfc�3 ln �

2�2

�	 . �7�

Here, we have used �=E /E0, with the reference energy
E0=Ecoul�R ,q0 ,N0� defined as the maximum Coulomb en-
ergy of ions from clusters with the median size N0 �24� at the
laser focus �charge q0�. The corresponding distribution is
shown in Fig. 1�d�. Since the spatial laser profile modifies
the low-energy part and the cluster size distribution the high-
energy part of the ion distribution, it is possible to gain in-
formation from a measured KEDI on both effects separately.

The final phenomenon that must be taken into account to
understand an experimental KEDI is saturation, i.e., the fact
that independent of the laser intensity provided, the charging
cannot be higher than a certain maximum value qsat, either
because the next atomic shell has a much higher ionization
potential or because the atoms are completely ionized. We
can model the situation by changing our spatial charging
function q��� to

FIG. 1. �Color online� Kinetic-energy distributions of ions �KEDI� for Coulomb exploding clusters as function of a scaled energy �. See
text for the respective definitions. �a� single clusters, cf. Eq. �3�; �b� considering a Gaussian laser profile, cf. Eq. �4�; �c� assuming a
log-normal cluster size distribution, cf. Eq. �6�; �d� combining laser profile and cluster size distribution, cf. Eq. �7�; �e� including saturation
of ionization, cf. Eq. �9�.
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q��� = 
qsat for � � �sat,

q0 exp�− �2/2�2� for � � �sat,
� �8�

with qsat the maximum charge, which is realized for clusters
close to the center of the laser focus with ���sat. The
saturation can be characterized by the dimensionless quantity
ªqsat /q0� �0,1�. The radius of saturation in Eq. �8� is
given by �sat=��−2 ln . The charging function Eq. �8�
amounts to using the averaging over the spatial profile only
for ���sat and suggests to define the energy scale as
�=E /Esat with the saturation energy Esat=Ecoul�R ,qsat ,N0�.
The result is the KEDI,

dPsat��
d�

=
dPboth

d�
− ln 

dPsize

d�
, �9�

which develops a characteristic hump before �=1, as can be
seen in Fig. 1�e�.

After having derived the analytical expression for
the KEDI, we will now quantitatively compare its shape,
as given by Eq. �9�, with available experimental data.
We begin with experiments �12� on molecular clusters �N2�N

with N�300, . . . ,3000, since this data set provides a system-
atic study for changing the stagnation pressure p, i.e., differ-
ent �median� cluster sizes N0. Figure 2 shows the measured
KEDI �12� along with predictions from our simple model.
We have fitted the KEDI from Eq. �9� to each of the experi-
mental data sets and observe an excellent agreement. The
model not only predicts the correct asymptotic behavior for
small as well as larger energies, but nicely reproduces also
the increasingly pronounced humps around the “knees.” The

fits were obtained by taking the median cluster size from
Hagena’s scaling law �23� for each stagnation pressure p
indicated in Fig. 2 �cf. Table I for absolute values of N0�. The
obtained fitting parameters 
, , and Esat are summarized in
Table I.

Our model allows one to extract from the measured KEDI
directly the width of the cluster size distribution 
, a quantity
which is often not known in the experiment. We obtain val-
ues of 
�0.4 and observe a decrease for larger clusters.
Earlier measurements �21� of the size distribution for larger
N2 clusters yielded log-normal distributions with 
=0.48.

The very good agreement of model and experiment sup-
ports our assumption of a saturation charge, which for the
case of nitrogen should be qsat=5, the number of valence
electrons. A common saturation charge would result in a
characteristic dependence of the saturation energy Esat on the
particle number N. According to Eq. �2� this relation reads

Esat � N0/R � N0
2/3. �10�

Indeed, this dependence holds as shown by the inset of Fig.
2, which provides further, independent evidence for the satu-
ration phenomenon and our modeling of it.

Finally, we present in Fig. 3 fits to other experimental
data. Despite the different cluster targets and laser param-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Ion energy spectra according to Eq. �9�,
shown by lines, fitted to experimental data �12�, shown by
color/gray symbols. Different stagnation pressures p correspond to
different cluster sizes N0, cf. the values listed in Table I. Inset:
Saturation energy Esat as a function of the cluster size N0. The
values from Table I �circles� are shown along with the least-square
fit of Esat=N0

0.6670.052 keV �dashed line�, with the exponent being
in nice agreement with Eq. �10� for a fixed saturation charge.

TABLE I. Parameters of the fitted curves shown in Fig. 2 for
different stagnation pressures p, i.e., different cluster sizes N0.

p
�bar� size N0 
 

Esat

�keV�

4 350 0.44 0.51 2.76

5 590 0.40 0.48 3.34

6 900 0.38 0.46 4.91

7 1295 0.37 0.38 6.40

9 2336 0.36 0.31 9.15

FIG. 3. �Color online� Ion energy spectra for Xe2500 �8�, Xe9000

�9�, Ar40 000 �10�, and �H2�200 000 �13� clusters from experiments
�circles� and fits by our model �solid line�.
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eters used in these measurements, our model allows for
proper fits of all of them. Whereas xenon clusters do not
show any noticeable saturation effect �=0.8, upper two
graphs in Fig. 3�, the large gap between the first and
the second shell of argon, similar to the N2 case, is respon-
sible for the hump seen in the KEDI �=0.35, lower left
graph in Fig. 3�. Hydrogen clusters are extreme cases, since
only one electron per atom is available �=0, lower right
graph in Fig. 3�.

We may go one step further and try to obtain dynamical
information on the charging process. A comparison of
the absolute values of Esat gives information about the
radius at which the charging of the cluster occurs, since
ionization at a larger radius R results in smaller kinetic
energies E. Assuming a smooth charging according to
q�t�=q�t→ + � � / (1+exp�−t /�T�), which was observed in
microscopic calculations �5�, we obtain charging times of
�T�50, . . . ,75 fs, which should be compared to the experi-
mental pulse length of 100 fs �12�. The corresponding radii
are R�t=0��3R�t→−� �, indicating a fast explosion of the
relatively light-weight nitrogen cluster ions.

The smaller saturation parameters  for the larger clusters
�cf. Table I� imply a stronger decrease of the average charge

for clusters outside the laser focus, i.e., for ���sat. This
weaker charging can be understood in terms of a field ion-
ization model �7�. It applies for pulses which are too weak
�or too short� to drive a cluster expansion during the pulse in
order to reach resonant absorption. In such cases the average
charge per ion scales as q�R−1�N−1/3 �7�, explaining the
decrease for larger clusters.

In summary, we have formulated a simple analytical
model for the ion kinetic-energy spectra of laser irradiated
clusters. This model allows one to link quantitatively experi-
mental spectra to typical theoretical single-cluster results. We
have been able to fit all experimentally available size-
dependent KEDIs �8–13�, which correspond to the experi-
mental setup in terms of laser profile and cluster distribution
we have assumed. As demonstrated, our model is accurate
enough to extract even dynamical information on the charg-
ing process of the cluster from the spectra. We hope that this
link will allow the comparison of observables from cluster
experiments with theory on a similar quantitative basis as it
is done routinely for atomic or molecular observables.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge very instructive discus-
sions with M. Krishnamurthy.
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